15 Minutes
"Get famous, stay famous."
Audience
Adolescent and pre-adolescent females and males with web browser access.
Expected Minimum active play time per day: 10 minutes
Expected Minimum session time: 10 minutes
Expected Maximum session time: None
Intended dedicated play type: Occasional "check-your-mail" - Play does not require constant
interaction, at minimum it is similar to checking email, keeping up to date with changing
events and setting in motion desired actions. Power players may actively attend events for
increased opportunities/situations as well as network through text chat and Gossip.
Platform
Client: Browser based with Flash and non-Flash client, SMS notification for
situations/scenarios
Server: HTTP with DB
Game play
Avatar(toon) construction and paperdolling
Gossip-system of indirect information gathering, controlled/uncontrolled spreading of
subjective opinions regarding people and upcoming events
Daily/weekly/monthly(game time) opportunities-->scheduled activities
Situations/scenarios-->sudden actions
Event participation and reactions to situations gauge fame gain/loss
"Entourage" effect - fame sharing/leeching through grouping during events
Variable fame decay - PR stunt nature events increase the rate of decay
Classes
Son/Daughter(S/D) of:
Old Money
New Money
Entertainer:
Musician
Actor/Actress
Producer/Director
Athlete
Struggling Musician
Starving Actor

Rising Athlete
Politician-if you contribute to our cause, we can possibly arrange something (micropayment)
Member of the Media(MotM)
Plain Old Joe/Jane
Skills
reative:
Musically attuned
Writing
Good eye
Party Time:
High tolerance for drugs
High tolerance for alcohol
Footwork
Corporate:
Business savvy
Crunch Time
Common Folk:
Mechanically Adept
Street Smarts
Connections:
Media
Entertainment
Big Business
Political
Tough Girl/Meat Head
Big Brother:
Local Govt
Regional Govt
State Govt
Stats
Sinner/Saint dichotomy (SS)
A-B-C-D List (Fame-relative/absolute values)
Money ($)
Game Scenarios:
1) As the son of a major television producer, you are offered a spot on the cast of a new
reality television show. You decide to take up the offer and on the first day of shooting
another cast member trash talks your mother's (producer parent) work. What starts off as
criticism, escalates to a personal conflict. Using your Meat Head skills, you push him out of a
first story window. At the end of the day: +250 Fame, -75 SS, +40$
2) As a current B List actress, you are offered a television commercial and an animal rights
promotion. You decide to take the animal rights promotion and invite two people to the
casual event. Your two friends, a Plain Old Joe and a Politician, tag along during the photo
ops. Later that evening, you and your two friends head to a low key karaoke bar. Drinks are
on you. You bust out the moves (Footwork) when the whole place starts singing to a song
Plain Old Joe (Musically Attuned) cued up. At the end of the day: +100 Fame, +30$
-5$(drinks), +15 SS. And for the Plain Old Joe friend: +20 Fame, +5 SS. And for the Politician

friend: +20 Fame, +5 SS
Game play Features:
Toon Construction: Sliders with incremental stops/Wii style shape thumbnails
Toon Paper-doll: Using earned cash, buy clothes. Start with basic and limited
wardrobe(maybe 10-15 articles).
GOSSIP - If person A comes into working/social contact with person B. B can write opinions
and subjective notes of their own regarding A. If person B meets a person C who also has
had experiences with A, then the system shares the opinions with the other person. If a
person D meets person C and they share opinions, C can incorporate B's opinions as their
own and distribute it to D. Aside from direct chat outside of GOSSIP, person A will not know
the opinions of B, C, or D.
Events/Opportunities: At the beginning of each day, based on your current status, class, and
available skill sets, opportunities and events will be offered. These jobs and gigs are
scheduled for the day and may tightly or loosely fit the day. Tight days offer predictable
rewards, but allow little time for unforeseen situations to occur. A loose day allows for the
greater possibility of unforeseen situations to occur and take place. (Example: You work
three jobs a day and when you run into a friend who asks if you would like to go to a party
later that night, you must decline due to lack of available time.)
Situations/Scenarios: Unplanned and unpredictable, these situations have multiple possible
responses. The available choices of responses are based on the relative skill sets which could
be applied as a likely reaction. As opposed to events/opportunities, accepting a
situation/event has a greater range of impact upon daily stats. Because the nature of these
occurrences are based on chance, there is also greater risk involved.
The combination of events/opportunities and situations/scenarios gauges your daily stat
gains or losses. At the end of the game day, you receive a summary of stat changes.
Grouping: Certain events or situations may allow you to invite others to come along. Bringing
"somebody's" would help increase your overall fame gain for the event. Bringing "nobody's"
may not help your fame rise more, but may be beneficial to those "nobody's" tagging along.
Bringing a "loser" could decrease your possible fame gain for that event. Your association
with the people you invite affects your fame and their's as well. Showing up at an event with
other famous people would positively increase the fame gain. Bringing along a friend who's a
"nobody" may be a nice way to help boost their fame even though you may not gain as much
by allowing them to "share the spotlight".
Location Chatting: While participating in an event, you are placed in a 2D chat space. A
volume slider adjusts the distance that others can hear you in this space. This allows for
group conversations, mingling, and whispering. You can toggle around in this chat space so
you can stand near people you know or walk up to relative strangers.
Assets: Personal property may be purchased with your acquired fortune. Possible list of
goods:
Functional:
Real Estate - show off your home or use your business property as a venue for events
Automobiles - show up in style at events
Attire - viewable by people at events
Consumer Goods:

Consumer Electronics
Houseware
Furniture

15 Minutes

Document B - Mechanic Assessment

Gossip (increases fame)
Description:
This is a method of actively sharing and distributing 'heresay' and is based upon
popular opinion. Similar to actual gossip, the Gossip system allows the exchange of
player comments by actively distributing pre-chosen comments with new
acquaintances in regards to mutual acquaintances. As in any usual social situation,
conversation usually starts with common ground. The speaker actively chooses which
comments to share and the receivers can, in their own time, decide whether or not to
agree with these comments. If you do agree, it is added to your bank of comments
which you can then also choose to spread to others.
Ideally, it gives the player incentive to join social events, mingle among new and old
players to spread the day's freshest gossip. Players who continually spread "good"
gossip are rewarded with higher fame gain modifiers. "Good" gossip is defined as rumors
that follow and gain the popular opinion. "Bad" gossip is defined as rumors that are
continually disagreed with.
How it integrates into the main idea:
Gossip is the competitive "pvp" mechanism, allowing for conflict to exist between
players. It also brings the community closer together and gives them a reason to
actively seek others to chat with, as social interaction is incentivized. As a social
game, Gossip is essential towards developing the player relationships necessary for
producing a well connected community.
Risk Analysis:
Since gossip is an experimental idea and has little to no regulation, it can be
enabled/disabled at the very start when the player's avatar is created - allowing the
player to decide whether or not to be involved in 'gossip'.
A poor database design may lead to significant performance problems and can increase
hardware costs and developer time as the database size grows.
Time Estimate
80 hours total
- 40 hours for core development
- 20 hours for tweaks
- 20 hours for testing (performance)
Class/Professions & Skills (increase money and fame)
Description:
The choice of class and skills defines the available pool of daily possibilities for the
player. Class choice also determines starting fame/fortune as well as permanent
fame/fortune modifiers.
Classes:
Actor
Musician
Artist
Screen writer?
Skills:

How it integrates into the main idea:
It gives player a role to associate their avatar with, and is responsible for much of the
normal day-to-day activities available for the player.
Risk Analysis:
The selection size and variety need to be appropriate to enable the user to feel that
they have choices - but not so many that they have to worry about. Too many
classes/skills, and the player can be overwhelmed. Too few, and the player will feel
that the game is underdeveloped.
Balancing roles and ensuring that all paths provide equivalent paths for achievement.
Providing variety between the roles will also be necessary, as players will be quick to
realize that class X may be just class Y... but with different names/graphics.
Time Estimate
40 hours development time
- 30 hours for core development (graphics, descriptions, types)
- 10 hours for tweaks
Assets & Properties (Venues) (consumes money, increases fame)
Description:
A great deal of a person's perceived wealth comes from the assets and properties
he/she possesses. Clothing and cars are two of the major player displayed properties,
which have no other in game function than aesthetics and appearance. Real estate on
the other hand is functional and can be seen as an investment. A piece of real estate
can operate as a venue or location of player social events.
Functional:
Real Estate
Venues
Houses
Apartments
Restaurants
Clothing
Hats
Necklaces
Shirts
Dresses
Pants
Shoes
Sunglasses
Aesthetic:
Cars
Foreign Exotic Cars
Furniture ?
How it integrates into the main idea:
Besides the normal role/class that the player is supposed to fulfill, allowing for assets
and properties gives players a place to spend their money giving a sense of
accumulated wealth. Property, such as venues, provides locations for special social
events to occur.

Risk Analysis:
Pricing, or balancing the assets & properties, will be the main concern here. The
pricing spread must be appropriate to the rate of which money can be earned. The
prices should be far enough apart to provide short term goals to the user. Too far
apart, and the player will experience the normal "grind". Too close together, and the
player may lose the joy of acquiring new items. Player property also brings the problem
of on-going development for new items.
Time Estimate
80 hours development time (graphics and descriptions), initial
Adding new content in the form of clothing, cars, and venues requires ongoing
maintenance. Venues and cars may not require significant ongoing or start up work,
but clothing will need a larger amount of time and work, relatively.
Paper Dolling
Description:
Your character should be the physical manifestation of money and fame. Clothing is
undoubtedly the largest factor attributing to the physical appeal of the character.
Amassing an intimidating wardrobe collection lets everyone around you know who has
the crown for resident fashionista.
Adjustable Features:
Hairstyle
Hair color
Eye Color
Head Style
Body Style / Proportions
Height
Clothes (from player's wardrobe)
How it integrates into the main idea:
Besides being able to purchase items / properties, and building up assets, they will be
able to customize their avatar via paper dolling. Paper dolling will use the player's
selected clothes (from their clothing assets.
Risk Analysis:
Paper dolling is high priority item, essential to the longevity of the game. Part of the
risk is in the style of the artwork, and creating enough variation and choices to keep
people unique. Too many, and people might not notice the variations anymore.
Time Estimate
Refer to Property Time Estimate
40 hours for development time
- 35 hours for core development (graphics, descriptions, types)
- 5 hours for tweaks
Ingame Advertisement/Sponsoring/Branding (allows players to purchase things /
hold events with less money)
Description:
This allows for external corporations/companies to advertise their products to players
in the game. In game sponsoring or branding allows the player to purchase high ticket
items (venues) at a reduced cost, as long as they agree to show advertisements and
promote their sponsor during events. Both the player and the game developers are

compensated.
How it integrates into the main idea:
Since purchasing real estate and holding large events can be outside of the player's
normal cost range, allowing for a real-life company to pay for part of the event helps
players hold more events regularly.
Risk Analysis:
Acquiring advertisers and establishing relationships may be tricky, since the game,
development/publishing company and the medium of advertisements is new.
Time Estimate
40 hours
- 10 hours core development
- 30 hours seeking advertisers
Politician Micropayment (alt options)
Description:
Pay a little real money in exchange for a character that starts off with all the benefits
of power, fame and fortune.
How it integrates into the main idea:
Parallel to the real world. Politicians are just as much in the limelight when it comes to
matters of money and fame. A little money to grease the wheels helps everyone out.
Gives a player an easy in, if they are willing to pay.
Risk Analysis:
Promotes the idea that we are all not equal. Using real world funds to get ahead in a
virtual world is generally looked down upon (though usually because it is not officially
allowed).
Time Estimate
20 hours of core development
- 15 hours for micropayment system
- 5 hours for balancing
Part of Class/Profession & Skills portion

OPTIONAL
SMS/AIM/MSN/Email/Y! (external message)
Description:
External messaging capability used to hook players to the game when they're not on
their PC. This alternative message of communication periodically sends out news /
alerts relevant to the player in an attempt to keep them updated with upcoming social
events and community interactions.
How it integrates into the main idea:
Keeps the social / community together by utilizing more than one medium of
communication.
Risk Analysis:

SMS messaging capabilities may be costly to add, and costs mo. Sending a lot of email
may be borderline spam, so the opt-out option is important there.
Time Estimate
40 hours
- 35 hour of core development
- 5 hours for testing
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Document C - Visual Styling

General Visual Aesthetic
The art style for 15 Minutes is based on the work Josh Angle (Shag, www.shag.com ),
a painter / illustrator / designer known for his work in Southern California. Straight
from Shag's bio, the art style celebrates "consumerism and consumption on vivid
colored, sharply rendered panels; the characters drink, smoke and eat in lavish, stylish
surroundings," which matches the theme of the game.
Louis Vuitton Moet Hennessy also uses a similar art style for drawn people on their
Louis Vuitton site.
The posters for Lavalife by Marcos Chin also exemplify the chic and playful charm that
15 Minutes should exude.

Perspective
A 3 quarters view will be used with objects facing one of four directions: up, down, left
or right. For characters, only their head direction will change when looking left or right.

Design Sketches
Put artists rendition of the Shag/Chin style here.

Storyboards
Storyboards are typically used for games that have some sort of plot... but in this
case, we can use it as some sort of flow-chart or process-chart depicting what the
user's experience would look like through a given process.

Art Style/Reference

15 Minutes
Document D - Financial Planning: Expense and Cost Structure

Development Phase
Burn Rate:
15 Minutes has a burn rate of $4,250 a month with a rough 50-50% split between
artists and programmers. If the artwork is outsourced and the programming is done
in-house, then only ~ $2,000 per month of capital is required to advance the project.
At ~ $20 per hour compensation, this allows for 100 hours of paid artist work per
month.
Expected Length:
The estimated phase one development time currently is 300 man hours.

Maintenance Phase
Upkeep Cost:
15 Minutes has an upkeep cost of roughly $3,000 per month. This include $800 for 4
servers, $700 for advertising, $500 for customer support services (25 hours), and
$1000 for continued content development (50 hours).
Expected Life:
The project has an expected life of 3 years.

Revenue Model
In-game Advertising:
Advertisers, especially with the targeted demographic of 15 Minutes, should be willing
to pay in the order of a few hundred to a few thousand dollars per month for in game
sponsorship. It depends largely on the kind and length of exposure provided. This kind
of sponsorship may include 1) game assets created to mirror real products, 2) financial
support and 3) items for giveaways and special events.
Out-of-game Advertising:
Out of game advertising will most likely occur on the website. If the website contains
game functionality that the player can use (ie, auctions) then this may become a
suitable place to place advertisements and generate revenue. With 25,000 unique
visitors a day, estimated revenue should be in the order of $2,000 a month.
Micropayments:
Payments for special items, classes, and possibly game money is one feasible revenue
source.

Net
Any profits will go towards first 1) recovering out-of-pocket costs, then 2) supporting the
project based on its cost structure and finally 3) the development of new projects.
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Document E - Architectural Design
Start Page
-Login
-Username
-Password
-What is 15 Minutes?
-Features
-Story
-Gameplay
-Play for Free!
-Register
-Hot A Listers (Top 5)
-Mouseover Popup of Character View Model
Welcome -user- (Main Page)
-Character display
-Info on Skillsets, Class, Profession
-Asset List
-Wardrobe List
-Friend Network
-Gossip Column
-Events of the Day
-Party Starter
-Go to a Party
-Account Management
Character Construction
-Choose a Class
-Choose Profession
-Choose Skillsets
-Body Construction (Body Constructor)
-Construction Template (Temporary Master)
-saved character model modifiers
-a-height modifier
-b-width modifier
-HTL portions, 2MB+, BMP or PNG format
-(H)ead
- x+b,y
-hair
-eyes
-nose
-mouth
-face
-(T)orso
- x+b,y+a
-3 standard waist openings
-Male/Female

-(L)egs
- x+b,y+a
-3 standard waist openings
-feet
- x+a, y+b
-2 Sizes Generated Using Construction Template
-Character View Model
-175x300, gif/jpg
-Front, Right/Left, Rear
-Event Model
-35x60, gif/jpg
-Front, Right/Left, Rear
Paper Dolling
-CLothing designed for each size and sex
-Multifit clothing, designate size attribute(range)
-Clothing applied using a,b size modifiers
-Every new submitted outfit sends back to the Body Constructor for new Character View
Models and Event Models
-Start with a near naked Fit Model
-Male - white boxer briefs
-Female - white bra and white panties
-Use full nude Fit Model once clothing has been applied to appropriate Torso and/or Leg
portion
Metrics
-Measure player patterns
-Purchasing habits
-Choice of opportunities
-Instants participation
-Gossip activity levels
Ad Metrics
-Exposure demographics
-Click demographics
Gossip
-Gossip window available in Event Viewer
-Ability to permanently opt out of gossip system
-Share gossip button
-Gossiping notification for recipient
-Juicy Gossip
-Fresh gossip, not yet validated
-Choose to agree or disagree
-My Rumours
-25 pieces of gossip prechosen for event sharing
-Up to 5 rumours may be shared per person per gossip session
Fame=fame*bonus^(decay+activitylvl)

Server
The servers will be programmed primarily in C/C++ and PHP. The communication front-end
between the server and client will be handled through asynchronous HTTP requests (see
Ajax). For the database, MySQL or PostgreSQL will be used.

Operating System: CentOS 5

Client
A browser-based thin-client will be created for the player to use. The client communicates
directly with the server through asynchronous HTTP requests, and can be created using
DHTML/Ajax or Flash.
Toon Construction System:
Toon construction comprises of 3 major parts with possible subset construction.
Head, torso, legs. Torso is central to construction and must maintain standard sets of waist
and neck sizes so that legs and head match the torso to create a seamless body.
GD 2.0.33, graphics library for on the fly construction.

Protocol
Asset Purchasing - The Shop
Asset Categorization
-Functional
Real Estate
Residential
Commercial
Clothing
Head
Torso
Legs
-Aesthetic
Vehicles
Automobiles
Motorcycles
Helicopters
Home Furnishings

